LESSON 5

Who do you want to be?
LESSON OBJECTIVE:

Students will examine how their online identity and the content they create and
share related to their goals (e.g., career-related, academic, interests they would
like to pursue). They will explore how to manage an online persona that considers
subject, platform, name, visual representation and privacy settings.

`` ESSENTIAL
QUESTIONS

`` How do digital technologies impact your interests and goals?

`` AGE

`` 13-18

`` MATERIALS

`` “My online identity” Handout

`` PREPARATION

`` Print one handout per student

`` How do you convey these interests and goals to others online?

`` ISTE
`` INCLUSIVE: I am open to hearing and respectfully recognizing multiple
DIGCITCOMMIT
viewpoints and I engage with others online with respect and empathy
COMPETENCY

SUPPORT MATERIALS
Visit facebook.com/fbgetdigital to access resources
for parents and young people that can complement
the lesson students took on Wellness today.

facebook.com/fbgetdigital

Source: This content is hosted by Facebook and currently includes learning drawn from
Youth and Media at the Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University
under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International license. You can make
use of them, including copying and preparing derivative works, whether commercial or
non-commercial, so long as you attribute Youth and Media as the original source and follow
the other terms of the license, sharing any further works under the same terms.
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My online
identity
Discussion
TELL YOUR STUDENTS

Let’s take a minute to think about how we interact with different
people depending on who they are. You may act differently
around your friends than your family members or your teachers
at school. You also may act differently depending on the setting or
occasion—one way with friends at school and a different way with
the same friends when you spend time together outside of school.

ASK YOUR STUDENTS

Before we can talk about your future online presence,
let’s talk about your future goals. Discuss with your
partner: where and what do you want to be in a few
years from now when you grow up and how did you first
come up with that idea? It’s okay if you have more than
one idea or one career that currently interests you.
``

What other personal goals do you have that
are not related to your career goal(s)?

``

What might you do online to help you achieve your
future goals career goals or personal goals?

CLASS INTERACTION

Pass out “My online identity” Handout to students.

TELL YOUR STUDENTS

We may be all slightly different people depending on
where we are and who we’re with. You have a similar
ability to manage how you and your content will appear
publicly online and it can be helpful to start thinking about
how you’d like others to view you on the internet.
Public figures (e.g., those in the music and/or film (movies/
TV) industry, political figures, business leaders) do this
all the time. By carefully constructing every part of their
brand and public presence, from social media content (e.g.,
photos, videos, text- based posts) to interviews, they are
trying to appeal to as many fans or customers as possible.
You don’t have to be a public figure with a billiondollar marketing strategy. But it is useful to think
about who might be looking at your online presence
and plan how you appear online for the future.

Interaction
CLASS INTERACTION
Organize students into pairs.

TELL YOUR STUDENTS

What you do online can help you explore your current
interests and also help you discover future passions.
Take a few minutes to fill out this handout and reflect on
your aspirations in the context of how you present yourself
online. Remember that everyone’s online identity may well
be different and your own identity will likely evolve based
on how your goals and interests change in the future.

Assignment
TELL YOUR STUDENTS

Now that we have reflected on how you view yourself
and your interests, let’s think about how you would like
to highlight aspects of your identity to others.
Imagine that you are creating a new social media presence
that focuses on a particular aspect of your identity. You will be
starting from scratch and you will have total liberty to adjust all
of the privacy settings and craft content in any way you wish.

ASK YOUR STUDENTS
``

What content do you currently make and/or share online
(e.g., videos, music, remixes, blogs, designs, animations)?

In a written paragraph, discuss how you might structure this new
social media presence to portray your chosen image to your
friends and followers. In particular, speak to the following concepts:

``

What inspires you to make or share this content?
Why do you do it? What content do you have
your real name and image associated with?

1.

Type of account and platform (e.g., social media, blog, etc.)

2.

Type of content (e.g., photos, videos, text-based posts)

3.

What would you put in the “About Me” section?

4.

What kinds of images would you use?

5.

What would you set your privacy settings to? Would any of
these settings depend on the type of content you share?

``

Is there any content that you would not want to
be publicly associated with you? Why not?

CLASS INTERACTION

Give students 7 minutes to discuss. And
ask the groups to share out.
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HANDOUT

My online identity

Please write down your answers to the following questions in the space provided.

1.

Where do you see yourself in a few years from now? What type of person do you want to be?
What kind of work do you see yourself doing or how will you be spending your time?

2.

Thinking about this “future you,” what passions, interests or hobbies do you think you will have?

3.

What kind of skills and assets do you think you will have developed by then? Which
ones do you think you will be most excited or possibly proud about?

4.

If you think about who/where you are now, do you think how you currently engage online (e.g., how you
present and express yourself, the people and communities you interact, the passions you share, the skills you
develop) has an impact on who/where you would like to be in the near future? If so, how? Or if not, why not?

This content is hosted by Facebook and currently includes learning drawn from Youth and Media at the Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society at Harvard University under a Creative
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International license. You can make use of them, including copying and preparing derivative works, whether commercial or non-commercial, so long as
you attribute Youth and Media as the original source and follow the other terms of the license, sharing any further works under the same terms.
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